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Abstract— Visual analysis of multidimensional data requires expressive and effective ways to reduce data dimensionality to encode
them visually. Multidimensional projections (MDP) figure among the most important visualization techniques in this context, transforming
multidimensional data into scatter plots whose visual patterns reflect some notion of similarity in the original data. However, MDP
come with distortions that make these visual patterns not trustworthy, hindering users to infer actual data characteristics. Moreover,
the patterns present in the scatter plots might not be enough to allow a clear understanding of multidimensional data, motivating the
development of layout enrichment methodologies to operate together with MDP. This survey attempts to cover the main aspects of
MDP as a visualization and visual analytic tool. It provides detailed analysis and taxonomies as to the organization of MDP techniques
according to their main properties and traits, discussing the impact of such properties for visual perception and other human factors.
The survey also approaches the different types of distortions that can result from MDP mappings and it overviews existing mechanisms
to quantitatively evaluate such distortions. A qualitative analysis of the impact of distortions on the different analytic tasks performed by
users when exploring multidimensional data through MDP is also presented. Guidelines for choosing the best MDP for an intended
task are also provided as a result of this analysis. Finally, layout enrichment schemes to debunk MDP distortions and/or reveal relevant
information not directly inferable from the scatter plot are reviewed and discussed in the light of new taxonomies. We conclude the
survey providing future research axes to fill discovered gaps in this domain.

Index Terms— Multidimensional Projection, Dimensionality Reduction, Multidimensional Scaling, Error Analysis, Layout Enrichment.

1 INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) has long been employed as a mech-
anism to embed data instances into a Cartesian space. In the con-
text of visualization, where the embedding space is typically two or
three-dimensional, MDS has been called Multidimensional Projection
(MDP) [73, 88, 152], being characterized as the family of mappings
capable of producing similarity-preserving point-based (scatter plot)
layouts. The precise meaning of "similarity" depends on the data type
and associated relations, ranging from an ordering of instances to dis-
tances in high-dimensional spaces.

The capability of preserving similarity has rendered MDP methods
fundamental components of many visualization applications, fostering a
multitude of developments. Such developments go beyond the proposal
of new MDP methods, extending to novel methodologies for the visual
analysis of distortions introduced during the mapping process, and the
design of new visual metaphors to further assist the exploration and
understanding of MDP layouts.

Existing surveys [29, 106, 159, 173] and books [23, 83] devoted to
overview the multitude of MDS/MDP methods do not provide a com-
prehensive review of all the recent achievements leveraged by MDP
methods, mainly in the context of visualization. In fact, existing re-
ports focus mainly on mathematical and computational aspects of the
mapping process [29, 106], on quantitative comparison of particular
MDP methods [118, 159], or on interaction tasks involving MDP lay-
outs [131], disregarding important efforts towards rendering MDP a
trustworthy and highly informative visualization mechanism.

Focus of this survey The present survey reviews MDP methods from
such a broader perspective, covering not only recent advances in terms
of mapping mechanisms, but also related methodologies for the visual
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analysis and interpretation of MDP layouts. This survey encompasses
four main facets of MDP in the context of visualization:

• MDP methods and their particular properties;

• MDP types of errors and ways to measure them;

• Visual Analytic tasks that rely on MDP scatter plots and the
impact of errors onto such tasks;

• Methodologies for enriching MDP layouts so as to visually iden-
tify distortions and errors as well as further facilitate data explo-
ration and understanding.

An outcome of such comprehensive discussion is the identification
of open issues in different fronts, opening new research possibilities.

Techniques such as SPLOM [98] and star plots [44,87] are out of the
scope of this survey. Although those families of methods also produce
point-base layouts, they are not designed to directly preserve similarity
between instances, even though some variants bear such property [88].
Another closely related topic that will not be approached in this review
is graph drawing [151]. Algorithms such as force-directed placement
can be employed for both MDP and graph drawing when adjacency
matrices are interpreted as similarity matrices, however, graph drawing
has particularities such as preventing edge crossings, which are not
an issue in the context of MDS/MDP, justifying our decision for not
including them in this survey.
Outline In order to facilitate the reading, we organize the survey in
five self contained sections. Section 2 reviews existing MDP methods
according to distinct taxonomies, discussing specific properties and
their impact in the context of visualization. In particular, Section 2.4
discusses which MDP to use given visualization factors. Distortions
and errors intrinsically present in MDP layouts and quantitative metrics
to gauge them are described in Section 3, also discussing in Section 3.4,
how MDP distortions may impact visual analysis. Section 4 provides an
overview of typical user tasks where MDP methods play a fundamental
role, including discussions about which tasks require careful map inter-
pretation (Section 4.2) and which MDP best support the intended task
(Section 4.3). Methodologies for “enriching” MDP layouts so as to ease
distortion analysis and data interpretation are described in Section 5,
with a discussion on how to choose a proper layout enrichment scheme
(Section 5.3). We conclude the survey in Section 6, presenting a set of
open questions and aspects that deserve further investigation.



2 MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROJECTION FOR VISUALIZATION

In this section we provide an overview of MDP techniques that have
been employed in visualization applications. Our intent is not only to
provide a comprehensive survey of MDP methods, but also discuss
characteristics and particularities of MDP techniques that are important
in the context of visualization. Before discussing the interplay between
MDP technical characteristics and their impact on visualization (2.4),
we first present the relation between MDP and visual perception factors
(2.1), the mathematical notation (2.2), and the proposed taxonomies
with a discussion about their properties and how existing MDP methods
match those taxonomies (2.3).

2.1 MDP and Visual Perception Factors
Bertin [19] showed experimentally that brightness, size, orientation
and position are graphical variables best suited to encode ordered
elements, position being the most effective, while hue and shape are
the most suited to encode categorical (unordered) content. MDP scatter
plots rely on spatialization to encode similarities, mapping each data
item to a point on the visual space such that the relative pairwise
proximities reflect at best the corresponding pairwise similarities. As
recommended by Bertin, similarity, the most important information in
MDP, is encoded by spatial proximity, the primary graphical variable.

The Gestalt laws of proximity and similarity [167] are two pre-
attentive detection processes of the human visual perception system.
The law of proximity states that groups of points spatially close to each
other are pre-attentively (i.e. almost instantly and without cognitive
effort) perceived to share a common set of abstract features not visual-
ized per se. The law of similarity states that items whose markers have
the same appearance (color or shape) are pre-attentively perceived to
share also some abstract similarity. Based on the law of proximity, vi-
sual grouping of points in MDP scatter plots would be instantaneously
perceived as groups of similar items in the data space. Thus, it seems
important to ensure that most of the spatial proximities match the items’
similarities to benefit from this pre-attentive law of perception and
increase effectiveness of a MDP result.

2.2 Notation and Nomenclature
In a MDP setting, data usually come as either:

• a data table X with identified features (attributes) associated to
each data instances,

• a matrix ∆ where each entry accounts for the (dis)similarity be-
tween items.

Several authors have tried to formalize the concepts of similarity and
dissimilarity [92, 133, 139], but a standard definition is yet to be found.
To avoid any controversy, we opt to provide an intuitive definition of
similarity and dissimilarity. Intuitively, a dissimilarity is a numerical
measure of how different two data items are, the larger the measure
the more dissimilar the items are. A particularly important example of
dissimilarity measure is the Euclidean distance. Conversely, a similarity
measure gauges how alike two data items are, where high similarity
values encode nearly identical items while low similarity means the
items are different. A less common setting is to provide an ordering for
the items, meaning that nearly consecutive items are more similar.

We denote xi = (x[1]i . . .x[p]i ) the position of data instance i in the
real (feature) space Dx = Rp, where X = (xi)1...n is the data matrix.
We denote δ i = (δi1 . . .δin) the position of instance i in the distance
(or dissimilarity) space Dδ = (R+)n, with δi j ∈ R+ the dissimilarity
between data i and j and ∆ = (δi j)(1...n,1...n). D denotes the data space
and it can be Dx or Dδ depending on the original data format. Instances
are mapped to a visual space by the transformation Φ : D→M , giving
rise to points yi = (y[1]i . . .y[q]i ) that correspond to the position of item i
in the visual space M , where q ∈ {2,3}. di j ∈R+ denotes the distance
between points i and j in the visual space and D = (di j)(1...n,1...n) is
the distance matrix therein. di j aims to provide a representation of δi j
in the visual space, thus visually conveying the similarity relation of
the original data items. Typically, di j is assumed to be the Euclidean

distance: di j = ‖yi−y j‖. We can consider a set of r data instances as
landmarks used as reference points used to map the other data, mainly
to lessen computational burden. Landmarks can also be used as control
points to steer the projection. To make clear the context, we will use the
expression control points to refer to steerable MDP and landmarks (or
pivots) as reference points for interpolation purposes, that is, landmarks
are not supposed to be (interactively) displaced.

In our context, a cluster or a class is formally a group of data items.
Both differ conceptually though: a cluster is always defined with re-
spect to a similarity measure or a metric space, while a class can be
stand-alone, an input taken for granted. A cluster can be formed by
items perceived as nearby each other in the visual space M , or by
running an automatic clustering algorithm in the data space D . Dis-
tinctively, a class is formed by items sharing some given or discovered
semantic (e.g. "spam" or "malignant cell"). Typically in MDP con-
text, clusters are identified based on point location in M and visually
compared to pre-existing color-coded classes, a task defined as Match
Clusters and Classes by Brehmer et al. [26], or their content can be
analyzed and annotated to generate a new class, the Name cluster task
from Brehmer et al. [26]. The interplay between clusters and classes
has been analyzed by Aupetit [5] to study how MDP are evaluated visu-
ally, and to serve as design rationale for ClassiMap [90]. In the sequel,
we denote clusters and classes as C = {c1 . . .cK} and L = {l1 . . . lL},
respectively, that is, ci (li) represents the instances belonging to the ith
cluster (class).

2.3 MDP Taxonomies

The provided taxonomies aim to characterize the multiple facets of
MDP techniques. Some of those taxonomies have already been pro-
posed in the literature, organizing MDP methods according to the their
mathematical formulation [118], capability of interaction [33], spar-
sity of the problem [83], and ability to locally preserve the geometry
of the data [59]. The proposed taxonomies are more comprehensive,
encompassing several other traits, as summarized in the columns of
Table 1.

Specifically, we categorize MDP methods as to Data Types, Linear-
ity, flexibility for Supervision, capability for dealing with Multi-level
structures, Locality, Steerability, Stability, and capability of handling
Out-of-Core (OOC) data. The meaning of each taxonomy and corre-
sponding properties will be clear throughout this section.

Techniques in the first column of Table 1 are “core” techniques in
the sense their mathematical foundation and/or the manner they deal
with neighborhood structures differ considerably from one to another.
A multitude of variants of those techniques have been proposed in the
literature, some of which are discussed in the following subsections
and summarized in Table 2. In Table 1, MDP techniques are listed in
chronological order, making clear that most of the recent developments
(rows colored in blue) have been fostered by visualization applications,
which have leveraged the creation of methods with particular properties
and functionalities.

The check mark symbol 4 in Table 1 indicates the method intrinsi-
cally handles the pointed data type or holds the marked property, while
the dot symbol • implies the method can straightforwardly be adapted
to hold the property or that there are variants in the literature bearing
the corresponding property (or data type). Empty dots ◦ indicate the
method can hold the property only under special conditions. Besides
characterizing MDP techniques and their properties, we also discuss
computational aspects.

2.3.1 MDP and Data Types

Data types commonly handled by visualization applications can be
grouped into five major categories: Dissimilarity (Di), Ordinal (Or),
Cartesian (Ca), Neighborhood (Ne), and Categorical (Ct). As discussed
in Section 2.2, those data types are given as a data matrix X or a
dissimilarity matrix ∆. Some techniques are more flexible with respect
to the types of data they are able to deal with, but an important fact
that shows up from Table 1 is that there is no MDP method capable of
handling data from all the five major categories.



Table 1: MDP methods vs. Taxonomies described in Section 2.3. The check mark 4 indicates the method naturally bears the property or can
handle the type of data in the corresponding column. The symbol • implies the method can easily be adapted to hold the property or there are
variants in the literature bearing the corresponding property (or handling the data type). The empty circle symbol ◦ indicates the method can
satisfy the property under special conditions. Data Types: type of data that MDS methods can handle - dissimilarity (Di), ordinal (Or), Cartesian
(Ca), Neighborhood Structures (Ne), Categorical (Ct). The complexity column (Comp.) shows the computation burden with respect to the number
of iterations (i); prototypes (l), basis functions (m), instances (n), dimensions (p), and landmarks (r).

Technique

Taxonomy

Data Types
Linearity Supervision Multi-level Locality Steerability Stability OOC Comp.

Di Or Ca Ne Ct

PCA [65] 4 4 • 4 O(p3)

LDA [50] 4 4 4 4 O(np2+p3)

Classical MDS [155] 4 4 • 4 • • • O(n3)

Kruskal [79] 4 4 4 • • • • O(in2)

NLM [132] 4 4 • • • • O(in2)

MCA [17] • 4 O(n3)

Smacof [42] 4 4 4 • • • O(in2)

SOM [126] 4 4 O(l2np+l2)

FastMap [48] 4 4 • • • O(n)

Chalmers [32] 4 4 • • • • ◦ 4 O(in)

GTM [22] 4 • O((lnp)3+m3)

Pekalska [120] 4 4 • 4 • O(r3+rn)

CCA [43] 4 4 • • 4 O(l2)

LLE [129] 4 4 • • 4 • O(n3)

Isomap [153] 4 4 4 • • O(n3)

Lapl. Eigenmaps [15] 4 4 4 • 4 • O(n3)

Force-Directed [152] 4 4 • • 4 O(in2)

LTSA [180] 4 • 4 O(n3)

MVU [169] 4 4 • • 4 • O(n3)

LSP [117] 4 4 4 • • 4 4 ◦ O(n3)

SNE [64] 4 4 • • • ◦ • O(in2)

PLMP [118] 4 • • • 4 4 ◦ O(n3)

LAMP [73] 4 • • 4 4 4 4 O(pn)

RBF-MP [2] 4 4 • • 4 ◦ • O(r3 +n)

LoCH [47] 4 4 • • 4 4 4 O(n
√

(n))

ClassiMap [90] 4 4 • 4 • O(in2)

Kelp [13] 4 4 • • • 4 4 ◦ • O(r3)

Table 2: Variants of methods listed in Table 1.

Core Method Variants

PCA [65] see [181] for variants; iPCA [71], PCP [182]

LDA [50] see [61] for variants

Classical MDS [155] L-MDS [144], Pivot-MDS [24], CFMDS [113]

MCA [17] see [154] for variants

SOM [126] see [150] for variants

Chalmers [32] Glimmer [70]

LLE [129] SLLE [178]

Isomap [153] S-Isomap [53]

LTSA [180] LLTSA [179]

MVU [169] MUHSIC [147]

LSP [117] PLP [115], E-LSP [33], Hipp [116]

SNE [64]
NeRV [162], t-SNE [158], DS t-SNE [77], Q-SNE [69]

A-tSNE [122], H-SNE [121], BH-tSNE [157]

“Data Types” columns in Table 1 show that most MDP techniques
can handle data given as ∆ and that all of them can obviously deal with
Cartesian data, as Cartesian data can be converted to dissimilarities
by simply applying a metric such as Euclidean distance. In contrast,
not all methods able to process Cartesian data are capable of handling
dissimilarities. MDP methods able to handle dissimilarities can also
be adapted to operate with neighborhood information, that is, when
the only known information is the list of neighbors of each instance.
Neighbor information allows for building a neighborhood graph where
each instance is connected to its neighbors. Dissimilarities can then
be derived by considering the length of the shortest path between each

pair of instances, the shorter the path the more similar the instances
are. Therefore, MDP techniques able to handle dissimilarities are, in
general, the most versatile ones, an important trait for visualization
purposes.

Ordinal data gives an order relation between pairs of instances, that
is, if δi j and δkl correspond to the dissimilarities between xi, x j and xk,
xl respectively, then the ordinal relation ensures that either δi j ≤ δkl or
δi j ≥ δkl . In less mathematical terms, distances are not so important,
their ordering is what really matters. The mapping should be such that
δi j ≤ δkl implies di j ≤ dkl . Notice that dissimilarity values might be
unknown, only the order relation needs to be provided. Ordinal data
typically appears in applications where pairs of instances are ranked
according to some criteria (no dissimilarity values are known), as for
example the position of countries according to their HDI. As Table 1
shows, only Kruskal [79] and Smacof [42] methods are able to handle
oridinal data type.

Measuring the dissimilarity between instances whose attributes are
given as labels of certain categories is not an easy (or even doable)
task, justifying the small number of MDP techniques able to handle
categorical data. MCA [17] and its variants [154] are among the few
methods capable of mapping categorical data to a visual space such that
closeness reflects similarities, e.g., statistical properties of the attributes.
One could argue that categorical information can be numerically en-
coded by assigning a value to each element of a category (dog = 0, cat
= 1, etc.), thereby allowing the computation of distances. The problem
with such approach is that the resulting (dis)similarity depends on how
the values are assigned to the elements of each category. For example,
two instances sharing four out of five attributes can be more distant
than instances sharing only one attribute depending on how the values
are assigned to the elements of each category.



2.3.2 Linear vs Nonlinear Methods

Mathematically speaking, linear MDP methods map data to a Carte-
sian (visual) space using a single transformation Φ : D →M that
satisfies the condition Φ(au+bv) = aΦ(u)+bΦ(v). As shown in Ta-
ble 1 (”Linearity” column), there are a few MDP techniques that are
truly linear in strict mathematical terms, although the word “linear”
shows up often as part of the name of several MDP methods, causing
some confusion, mainly for non-experienced users. Moreover, sev-
eral non-linear MDP techniques rely on linear mechanisms to map
instances to a visual space. For instance, LLE [129], LTSA [180], and
Laplacian Eigenmaps [15] accomplish the mapping based on eigen-
decomposition of particular matrices. LSP [117] and PLP [115] rely
on Laplacian linear system solvers to perform the transformation to
the visual space. Both eigen-decomposition and Laplacian systems
are well known linear mechanisms, however, the mapping Φ resulting
from those methods are not linear at all, that is, they do not satisfy the
condition Φ(au+bv) = aΦ(u)+bΦ(v). There are methods such as the
one proposed by Pekalska [120] that performs a linear mapping from
the space of dissimilarities (Dδ ) to a Cartesian space, however, data
instances themselves are not mapped linearly.

Linear methods have the advantage of being computationally effi-
cient, because, once the linear transformation is computed, the mapping
of each instance to the Cartesian visual space is accomplished through
a simple matrix-vector multiplication. However, linear methods can
not unfold complex structures onto a visual space, making them prone
to introduce considerable distortions when dealing with “tangled” man-
ifolds, what is a serious issue for visualization purposes. Although
alternatives such as local alignment [179] and steerability [118] have
been proposed to mitigate the issue of unfolding, linear methods can
rarely outperform non-linear techniques in that aspect.

The kernel trick has long been used as a mechanism to render linear
methods able to handle non-linear structures [21]. In the context of
MDP, the kernel trick has been employed to empower linear techniques
such as PCA [134] and classical MDS [170], being also the foundation
of MDP techniques such as Kelp [13].

2.3.3 Capability of Supervision

Supervised multidimensional projection methods take into account
class label information to perform the mapping, aiming to place in-
stances belonging to a same class close to each other in the visual
space.

Typical methods such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [50]
perform the mapping by minimizing within-class distances while si-
multaneously maximizing between-class distances. LDA suffers from
singular configurations that prevent the mapping to be properly per-
formed, an issued that can be addressed with the use of regularization
terms [61]. There are also alternatives that deal with singularities
while producing mappings with uncorrelated attributes (similarly to
PCA) [175].

Several MDP methods can be adapted to operate in a supervised
manner. In fact, supervised variants of NeRV (a variant of SNE) [162], t-
SNE [77] (another important variant of SNE), MVU [147], Isomap [53],
LLE [178], and LSP [33] have been proposed in the literature. Most
of those methods modify distances according to the class information,
making instances from the same class closer while pushing apart in-
stances in distinct classes. Therefore, MDP methods able to handle
dissimilarity information can, at least in theory, be adapted to operate
as a supervised method by first modifying dissimilarities according to
class information. Another alternative is to employ a metric learning
mechanism to estimate dissimilarities from labeled data before per-
forming the projection [72]. Yet another approach is to leverage on
the mapping distortions using two different techniques, one between
classes and the other within classes [90].

Techniques such as LAMP [73] and Weighted-MDS [29], which
make use of weighting coefficients to control the relevance of certain
instances/distances in the mapping, can also be adapted to operate
as a supervised method by just tunning weights according to class
information.

2.3.4 Single- vs Multi-Level
Hierarchical mechanisms have been one of the alternatives used to
play with large datasets, allowing to lessen the computational burden
and the issue of generating cluttered layouts. Most hierarchical MDP
(HMDP) techniques operate in two steps, first building a hierarchical
representation of the data and then mapping data from particular levels
of the hierarchy to the visual space. Since hierarchical projection
methods rely on conventional MDP technique to perform the mapping
from the hierarchy, we consider HMDP as variants of MDP techniques,
pointing the existing variants by a • in the column “Multi-level” in
Table 1.

Not every technique can be adapted to handle hierarchical data. The
main issue is how to “synchronize” the mapping from different levels
so as to preserve context and neighborhood structures. The synchro-
nization mechanism highly depends on the properties of the MDP
method used to perform the mapping. For instance, HIPP [116] relies
on hierarchical cluster to organize the data, using cluster representa-
tives from coarser levels as references to position representatives in
finer levels, ensuring visual context and neighborhood preservation.
HIPP builds upon control points supported by LSP [117] to ensure such
synchronization. Therefore, any technique supporting control points
can be used to enable the hierarchical projection scheme. Glimmer
uses a GPU accelerated version of Chalmer’s [32] method to perform
the mapping, using decimation and interpolation schemes to build the
hierarchy. A similar construction can be done using the force-direct
mechanism [152]. Pezzoti et al. [121], in contrast, builds the hierarchy
based on random walks on the neighborhood graph of the data, using
t-SNE [157] as projection scheme.

2.3.5 Local vs Global
The concept of locality is used in the literature to characterize two
different properties of MDP methods, namely local modeling and local
mapping. The former, local modeling, stands for methods that aim to
first extract local geometrical and/or topological information from the
data, computing a global mapping that preserves such local information
in a second step of the process. In other words, local modeling methods
rely on neighborhood information of each data instance to build a single
map that project the data while preserving the obtained neighborhood
information. LLE [129], SNE and its variants [158], LSP [117], and
Laplacian Eigenmaps [15] are examples of methods that relies on local
modeling to yield global transformation of data.

Local mapping techniques also rely on neighborhood information
but, in contrast to local modeling methods, they build a family of local
transformations to project the data, that is, instances are not projected
by a single global transformation but by a set of local mappings. Each
mapping is responsible to project a subset of the data, preserving the
corresponding local structures. Examples of local mapping methods
are PLP [115] (a variant of LSP [117]) and LAMP [73]. In fact, LAMP
pushes the concept of locality to the limit, using a different affine
transformation to map each instance of data.

2.3.6 Steerability
Steerability accounts for the property of driving the projection process
based on particular subsets of instances. Weighting mechanisms has
long been a resource used to enable steerability [23], allowing that
certain instances have larger influence in the mapping process. Tunning
weights to steer projections is not an easy task though. Most algorithms
find appropriate weights by first (interactively) placing a subset of
instances on the visual space, from which a stress function is defined
and minimized to find proper weights [66, 67]. The minimization
scheme can easily become computationally costly, impairing interactive
applications.

First introduced by LSP [117], the so-called control points are an-
other resource employed to steer projections according to user inter-
action. Control points can be seen as user-specified “anchors” whose
position in the visual space dictates the behavior of the projection
process. The concept of control points does not rely on costly opti-
mization procedures, thus making interactive layout updates feasible.
The concept of control points has further been exploited by variants



of LSP [33, 115] and several other MDP methods. In particular, the
LAMP [73] technique enables a high degree of steerability by com-
bining control points with local mapping. Another characteristic of
LAMP is that a reduced number of control points is needed to properly
steer the projection [114]. However, choosing an appropriate set of
control points so as to generate layouts with low distortion is a difficult
problem that has barely been tackled in the literature [2], deserving
further investigation.

Methods such as Pivot-MDS [24] and Chalmers [32] rely on the
concept of “pivots” (or landmarks). Although pivots have originally
been proposed as a speedup resource, they can also be adapted to
incorporate some degree of steerability in the projection [70].

A recent variant of SNE, called A-tSNE [122], allows users to
steer the accuracy of the mapping process based on regions of interest.
However, in contrast to other steerable methods, users are not allowed
to interactively change the layout by moving points around or changing
the influence of particular instances in the projection.

2.3.7 Stability
Stability is a term that encompasses many different meanings, from
sensitivity to data perturbation to guarantee of convergence to a global
optimum. In the following discussion, stability refers to how responsive
to variations in the input data a MDP method is, where the word “varia-
tions” accounts for any change in the data, since small perturbations to
an increase/decrease in the number of instances to be mapped. If the
mapping is stable then small variations in the data should lead to small
variations in the projection. Furthermore, a stable method should not
modify the position of projected instances when new data is handled.

Techniques that rely on eigen-decomposition, such as PCA, Isomap,
and LLE, are not stable as to data variations. The reason is that the
addition/removal of a few instances can significantly change eigenvec-
tors and eigenvalues, thus affecting considerably the mapping (see [29]
for a detailed discussion). Even small perturbations in the data can
greatly impact in the mapping due to the flip of eigenvectors (u and
−u generates the same eigenspace), resulting in quite different layouts
before and after the perturbation. It is important to make clear that
when we say “addition/removal” of new data we are not talking about
out-of-core data (discussed in the following subsection), but consider-
ing the case where the projection of a data set is compared against the
projection of the same data set augmented (or reduced) with additional
data items.

Techniques such as SNE, Kruskal, and Force-directed are based
on optimization procedures whose optimal solution depends on initial
conditions. Typically, different initialization take to different solutions.
Stability is not granted even by fixing the initial condition, as the
energy function to be minimized usually depends on the number of data
instances, so a change in the number items may lead to substantially
different layouts [49].

Techniques that rely on landmarks or control points, such as
LAMP [73] and L-MDS [144] tend to be stable as long as control
points and landmarks are kept fixed. Since the position of each in-
stance only depends on the control points (landmarks), if those points
do not change, the mapping also does not change. LSP [117] and
its variants [33, 115], and Chalmers [32] are control point (landmark)
based methods whose stability is more vulnerable. LSP is stable as to
small perturbation on the data but it can result in completely different
mappings if the number of instances increase or decrease drastically.
The reason is that LSP performs the mapping based on neighborhood
relations and such relations can change due to addition (removal) of
new data items. Chalmers can be made stable if the initial condition is
made fixed.

2.3.8 Out-of-Core Data
Capability to handle out-of-core data means the MDP technique is able
to map new data preserving their relation with previously project data,
that is, the MDP method can operate in a streaming fashion. The most
straightforward example are linear techniques, which can naturally
project new data using the same linear transformation computed to
project previous data. Techniques such as NLM, Smacof, and SNE,

which are based on iterative optimization procedures, can be adapted
to handle OOC data by simply updating the cost function to take into
account the variables associated to the new data. Techniques based on
spectral decomposition such as Classical MDS and LLE are harder to
adapt to the context of out-of-core data, since the eigen-decomposition
is performed over the whole set of data [16]. However, pivot/landmark
versions of those spectral methods, such as L-MDS [144] and Pivot-
MDS [24], can naturally handle OOC data. Local mapping techniques
such as PLP and Lamp can also handle OOC data in a very straightfor-
ward manner.

The main issue when using or adapting previously computed trans-
formations to map OOC data is that bad quality mappings might be
obtained if the new data presents very different properties when com-
pared with the data that gave rise to the transformation. For instance,
when using techniques that rely on control points, landmarks, and
pivots, one cannot be sure if the chosen "driving" points are good repre-
sentatives for the new data. An alternative is to recompute the whole
projection when the quality of the layout reaches unacceptable levels,
which can be measured and visualized on-the-fly [4, 6] (see Section 5.2
for more details).

2.3.9 Computational burden
Assuming the visual space is two or three-dimensional and that the
number of instances n is greater than the number of dimensions p, the
right most column in Table 1 summarizes the computational complexity
of MDP techniques, where r stands for the number of control points (or
landmarks) and i for the number of iterations (for iterative techniques).
SOM, GTM, and CCA also depend on the number l of prototype
points. GTM requires the inversion of an m×m matrix, where m is the
number of basis functions. As one can easily see from Table 1, most
MDP techniques are of quadratic and cubic order, rendering them not
attractive for interactive applications. In fact, some techniques turn
out prohibitive even when handling data sets with only a few thousand
instances.

Different mechanisms have been proposed to speedup MDP tech-
niques, being the used of landmarks [144] and pivots [24] a common
alternative. Methods that rely on landmarks and pivots compute a
mapping considering the (dis)similarity between instances and land-
marks/pivots, reducing the computational burden from n2 (or n3) to rn
(or nr2), where the number of landmarks r is typically much smaller
than n. Numerical algorithms devoted to exploit sparseness can also
be employed to speedup eigen solvers and linear system solvers [111],
bringing the complexity of methods such as LLE, Lapl. Eigenmaps,
and LSP close to O(n2), as those MDP methods operate on sparse
matrices.

GPU-accelerated versions of MDP techniques have also been pro-
posed, as for example Glimmer [70], a GPU-based version of Chalmers’
method, and CFMDS [113], a GPU implementation of Classical MDS.
Sampling combined with progressive updates [171] and with interpola-
tion [101] are also alternatives employed to expedite MDS methods.

As previously discussed, MDS methods based on nonlinear opti-
mization tend to be computationally costly. Different strategies such
as vector extrapolation [127], quick gradient computation [69], and
spacial data structures to fast neighborhood approximation [157] have
been used to speedup the optimization process.

Many of the MDP methods discussed in this section have their code
available for download. A list of available codes, their programming
languages and corresponding URLs is described in the supplementary
material accompanying this manuscript.

2.4 Which MDP to use given Visualization Factors?
In the visualization literature, most authors justify the choice of a par-
ticular MDP technique based on unique criteria such as “computational
efficiency”, “layout steerability”, or ”linearity”, missing a deeper dis-
cussion on how the specificities of the problem under analysis can
impact in the choice of a particular MDP method. One of the reasons
for such slight approach is the lack of a systematic procedure to support
users in their choice of an appropriate MDP technique. The proposed
taxonomy is a first step towards filling this gap, enabling users to better



make out with MDP methods. More specifically, the proposed taxon-
omy allows for an incremental approach where users can start with a
few intrinsic properties (constraints) of the problem under investigation,
progressively adding new traits that the MDP method should comply
with.

For instance, as attribute type has an impact on visual channel (Bertin
typology), data type impacts on similarity measures and thus the re-
sulting layout. Assuming the application deals with Cartesian data,
users can opt to one of the 48 MDP methods able to handle Cartesian
data (the numbers mentioned in this section reflects only techniques
discussed in this survey). However, they can also transform Cartesian
data to dissimilarity data, with the additional flexibility of designing
transformations to “distort” the Euclidean metric in certain items or
regions. In the latter case, users can decide among the 36 candidates
able to deal with dissimilarities. As we can see, except for ordinal and
categorical data, only the data type information is not enough to justify
the choice of a particular MDP technique.

If the visual analysis of linear trends and/or the relation between
axes and data attributes are relevant for the application, linear pro-
jections become the natural choice. In this case, converting Cartesian
data to distances does not make much sense, so the sought techniques
should be among the linear ones able to handle pure Cartesian data. In
this scenario users have only 5 alternatives: PCA, iPCA, PCP, PLMP
and Kelp, assuming that PLMP and Kelp have been combined with a
linear method to place control points and that a linear kernel is being
used in Kelp.

When data is endowed with labels, one expects visualizations where
class structures are well defined and class-outliers are clearly seen.
Visualizing if classes are separated or overlapped, or whether partic-
ular classes are split in several components in the data space, is also
important. Assuming the data can be of any type and that methods
can either be linear or non-linear, the proposed taxonomy points to 7
supervised MDP that can natively play with labeled data: LDA, Clas-
siMap, SLLE, S-Isomap, MUHSIC, supervised extension of NeRV, and
DS-tSNE. However, within-class structure tends to be better preserved
by techniques bearing the locality property (local modeling techniques),
remaining only two possibilities: SLLE and MUHSIC.

Locality is in fact a desirable property in many applications, mainly
when combined with steerability. The reason is that local edits accom-
plished by users in a projection layout typically affects the position of
several points, which have to be remapped. Local techniques tend to
keep static parts of the layout not affected by user intervention, thus
preserving context and user’s mental map. The combination “local-
ity + steerability” is also useful for exploratory tasks, allowing users to
perceive cause and effect and so better understand what a MDP method
is accomplishing, how sensitive it is to small changes in the display, and
how points are “connected” to each other. This fact calls for "common
fate", that is, things that behave similarly are instantaneously associ-
ated with low cognitive effort. Therefore, looking in our taxonomy
for steerable and local methods we find 8 techniques: LSP, PLMP,
LAMP, LoCH, Kelp, PLP, E-LSP, and HIPP. If we add Multi-level
as an additional constraint, which is fundamental to incorporate the
well-known Schneiderman’s mantra “overview first, zoom and filter,
then details-on-demand” [140] into the context of multidimensional
projection, we end up with a single MDP technique, namely, the HIPP
method. Other techniques could be adapted to operate in multi-level,
but HIPP is the only one that natively matches the properties of being
local, steerable and multi-level.

Stability is important for several reasons, as for example, ensuring
trust, reproducibility of results and removing the uncertainty due to the
MDP process. It also allows to preserve context and mental map, as
neighbor points on one view are still close on another when different
parameters are used, reinforcing the perception of which points are
actually “similar”. In particular, by combining stability with locality
and steerability, one can build a reliable MDP-based system for high-
dimensional data analysis. The provided taxonomy shows that only
LAMP matches stability, locality, and steerability requirements simulta-
neously, although other techniques such as LSP and E-LSP can ensure
them if the insertion and removal of data instances are not allowed.

Computational times is essential for interactivity. Visual analytics
is about working memory, we think about a hypothesis and want to see
whether it is true. The search for an answer might involve the explo-
ration of parameters and interaction with the resulting visualization. If
the MDP takes too long to render the layout, users might forget what
they are expecting, hampering their mental model. If steerability is
needed, computational times are even more crucial, as users expect
real time updates during interaction with control points. Computational
time is a complex issue in the choice of a proper MDP method, as effec-
tive techniques such as BH-tSNE and LAMP can slow down quickly
depending on the number of points and data dimension. As a guideline,
we recommend users to select a set of candidate techniques using our
taxonomy, balancing the impact of computational time as the last step
in the choice process.

3 DISTORTIONS AND METRICS

Since isometric mappings from high-dimensional to lower dimensional
spaces are only possible under very particular conditions, errors and
distortions are highly prone to be present in MDP layouts. In other
words, neighborhood structures observed in the visual space might not
be exactly the same ones existing in the original multidimensional space.
Considering that MDP-based visual analysis assumes that proximity
relations in the visual space reflect similarities and that our visual
perception is biased toward the validity of this assumption (Gestalt law
of proximity), the possibility of distortions between original and visual
neighborhoods introduces uncertainties that impact the human analytic
process [131]. Characterizing and quantifying errors and distortions
introduced by MDP methods is thus a major concern in the context of
visualization.

In this section we provide a discussion on how distortions can impact
different stages of MDP-based visual analytic processes, describing the
different types of distortions that might be present in a MDP layout as
well as existing metrics for quantifying them.

3.1 MDP distortions as uncertainty in the visual analytic
pipeline

Referring to the Knowledge generation model for visual anaytics [130]
and the uncertainty analysis in this model [131], MDP can be seen as
a modeling process Φ that transforms the original data {xi} or {δ i}
into points {yi} with the Model component (the Model stage), mapping
those points to graphical variables to form the scatter plot idiom in the
Visualization component (the Visualization stage). The uncertainties
associated to both stages of this visual analytic pipeline correspond
to distortions generated by the MDP, which we shall analyze in more
depth now.

3.1.1 MDP distortions at the Visualization stage
At the visualization stage, data items are encoded as points positioned
by the MDP in the visual space. Beyond typical uncertainties caused by
clutter, resolution, and contrast in scatter plots, an uncertainty source
specific to MDP is that the effectiveness of a MDP analysis relies on
the Gestalt law of proximity, so on the pre-attentive perception of the
relative position of the points rather than on their absolute position
within a frame of reference.

For this reason, regarding the cognitive side of the visual analytic
process, and for the sake of the expressiveness principle [103] which
requires that all of, and only, the information in the data should be ex-
pressed by the visual encoding, it is advisable to remove any frame of
reference like the orthogonal axes from the layout. Indeed, these graphi-
cal elements would perturb the analysis by forcing users to question the
meaning of these unnecessary axes, leading them to read the absolute
position of points in that frame of reference rather than focusing on
their relative positions. The only case where keeping axes makes sense
is when MDP provides a linear mapping Φ from the Cartesian data
space, so axes bear some meaning relative to the original dimensions,
as is the case of PCA.

Moreover, on the perception side of the visual analytic process, al-
though there is no empirical evidence regarding scatter plots specifically
produced by MDP, a circular frame containing the points and centered



Fig. 1: Illustration of Missing and False Neighbor phenomena causing
distortions and uncertainty of visual analysis based on MDP (Sec. 3.2).

on their center of mass as used by Kubovy [80] and discussed among
other heuristics to select a frame of reference by Palmer [109], could
be used instead of a square frame. It would avoid the known perceptual
salience of the axes directions and symmetries [110] of a square frame,
while still emulating its unit aspect ratio. This circular frame would
also support the fact that similarities and point patterns have no a priori
preferential directions, which is consistent with the original similarity
data transformed by the MDP model.

Another important point is that the unit vectors of hidden horizontal
and vertical axes used to draw the points shall be of the same length
on the screen, so a circle drawn in that visual space should be rendered
as a circle on the display. The reason is that in the ideal case of
perfect matching between data similarities δi j and points proximities
di j, and assuming isotropic pairwise distance perception by the user,
for two points i and j perceived at some distance di j on the screen,
the corresponding similarity δi j in the data space should be the same
whatever the direction of the vector (y j−yi).

Discussion above provides mostly heuristic guidelines that would
still strongly benefit from visual perception studies to validate, invali-
date or specify them.

3.1.2 MDP distortions at the Model stage
At the model stage, distortions occur for several reasons. As already
discussed, it is nearly impossible for MDP to map the data as a set
of points in the visual space (a plane) such that Euclidean distances
are perfectly preserved. The first reason is data dissimilarities might
be inherently non Euclidean (like ranks, probabilities, etc.) so the Eu-
clidean visual space cannot express all the data variability due to metric
constraints. Secondly, data may well be Euclidean but do not lie in a
plane embedded in the multidimensional Euclidean space, so possibly
nearby some manifolds with intrinsic dimension greater than 2, with
non-linearities or non trivial topology (sphere, torus, branching struc-
tures). In that case some “squeezing” and/or “stretching” of distances
during the unfolding of the nonlinear structures should take place. The
third reason refers to the curse of dimensionality which shifts distance
distributions in high dimensional space, so items looks all dissimilar to
each-other, a phenomenon not observed in the visual space [85].

The distortions at the model stage can thus be observed in the fact
that the layout distances D only approximate original dissimilarities
∆. These distortions can be, and shall be quantified to let the user
takes informed decision when attempting to achieve analytic tasks. For
instance, when inferring that some patterns (clusters, outliers, trends,...)
exist in the data space determined by ∆, from their visual perception in
the layout determined by D.

In the sequel we focus on these model-based MDP distortions and
present metrics that have been proposed to quantify them.

3.2 Error Types
Distortions in MDP mappings are basically caused by two different
phenomena that affect neighborhood structures in the visual space. The
first phenomenon, which we call Missing Neighbor (MN), happens
when neighbor instances in the original space D are mapped far apart
each other in the visual space M . The second phenomenon, called
False Neighbor (FN), occurs in the other way around, that is, one or
more items that are not neighbors in original space are mapped close to

each other in the visual space. In the following, items that give rise to
MN and FN phenomena will be called MN and FN items, respectively,
while True Neighbor (TN) items are those not associated to MN and
FN phenomena, that is, TN items are neighbors in both the original and
visual spaces. The ideal MDP layout would have only such TN items.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of Missing and False Neighbors.

A natural question arises regarding how likely each MDP technique
is to generate MN or FN phenomena. Unfortunately there is no clear
answer for all MDP techniques. Still in a formal analysis conducted by
Lee and Verleysen [85] [86], plasticity which favors MN and elasticity
which favors FN, are key factors identified within the energy function
of a family of MDP techniques (Sammon [132], CCA [43], SNE [64],
t-SNE [158], NeRV [162]). ClassiMap [90] is a supervised MDP
technique which takes advantage of these factors to generate MDP of
labeled data by directing FN and MN distortions within and between
classes respectively.

Overall, MN and FN phenomena result in deceptive neighborhood
structures and, since such distortions are highly likely to take place,
uncertainties are always present in the visual analysis process. The
degree of uncertainty is directly related to the intensity with which
MN and FN phenomena take place. Therefore, measuring the intensity
of MN and FN phenomena is fundamental to gauge the uncertainty
present in MDP layouts. The larger the distortion the more uncertain
one can be about what is being analyzed.

A multitude of quantitative methods have been proposed to assess
the intensity of distortions in MDP mappings. Most of those methods
and their characteristics are discussed in the following.

3.3 Error Metrics
Quantitative measures to evaluate MDP distortions vary greatly as to
the manner they operate. The different measurement methods aim to
quantify distinct aspects of the MN and FN phenomena, demanding
local and/or global inspections as well as mechanisms able to gauge
particular traits of such distortions.

In order to properly characterize the methods devoted to assess MDP
distortion, we propose two different taxonomies, Span and Distortion
Type. Table 3 summarizes the quality measures considered in this
survey and their properties according to the two taxonomies. Table 3
also shows the Output ranges and the optimal value for each measure,
i.e. the value that indicates no distortion at all in a MDP mapping.

It is important to make clear that the quality measures in Table 3
are the ones that appear more frequently in the context of visualization.
Other quality measures have been used [59], mainly to operate with
supervised MDP techniques (labeled data) [102, 165]. Those methods,
though, are not designed to evaluate MN and FN distortions, motivating
us to not include them in Table 3.

3.3.1 Span
The Span taxonomy discriminates techniques that operate locally (local
measures), i.e., in the neighborhood of each instance, from those that
make use of global information to gauge the quality of a MDP mapping
(global measures).

Evaluation schemes that rely on loss functions (Stress and
Strain [29]) are typical examples of global measures, where the quality
of a mapping is assessed by pairwise comparing (dis)similarity in the
original and visual spaces. A main issue with loss functions is that
those measures are not scale invariant, requiring a thorough control of
scales in the visual domain to ensure fair comparisons between map-
pings. Topographic Product [14] is another scale dependent global
method that relies on dissimilarities to assess MDP layouts. In contrast
to loss function based schemes, which build upon pairwise differences,
Topographic Product computes the product of dissimilarity ratios. Such
ratios are computed element-wise according to the order of instances in
each neighborhood, aggregating all the obtained values in a single final
score. Loss functions and Topographic Product are mostly employed
as a mechanism to compare MDP methods (for a fixed dataset), since
their output, as a standalone metric, is not so easy to interpret. For
instance, a Stress value of 0.5 does not mean much, since this value
is scale sensitive. For a given data set, the only claim one can make



Table 3: MDP distortion measures and taxonomies described in Section 3.3.

Quality Measure
Span Distortion Type Output

Local Global Dissimil. Corr. Prob. Rank Geom. Set Diff. Homol. Range Best

Stress/Strain [29, 79, 132] 4 4 R+ 0

Spearman’s Correlation [141] 4 4 4 [−1,1] 1

Topographic Product [14] • 4 4 R 0

Correlation Coefficient [53] 4 4 4 [−1,1] 1

Trustworthiness/Continuity [161] 4 4 [0.5,1]∗ 1

Mean Rel. Rank Errors [83] 4 4 [0,1] 0

LC Meta-criterion [34] 4 4 [0,1] 1

Procrustes Measure [55] 4 4 R+ 0

KL Diverg. [64, 162] 4 4 R+ 0

Global Quality Qy [99] 4 4 • 4 4 • • [−1,1] 1

NIEQA [177] 4 4 4 R+ 0

Graph-based Family [102] 4 • 4 4 [−1,1] 1

Smooth. Neigh. Pres. [108] 4 4 4 [0,1] 0

Persit. Homol. [125] 4 4 R+ 0

*: the lower bound of 0.5 is conjectured.

is that a mapping with Stress 0.5 is globally better than a mapping
with Stress 1.0, assuming that both layouts are in the same scale. A
mechanism commonly used to avoid the scaling issue is to force the
visual domain to be a unitary square. However, such “normalization”
can also drastically affects the values resulting from quality metrics,
mainly when outliers (instances mapped far apart from other instances)
are present in the layout.

The Spearman’s correlation [141] and Correlation Coefficient [53]
are global distortion measures that rely on Pearson’s correlation to
gauge the quality of a mapping, making them scale invariant. Moreover,
the output of those methods is easier to interpret, since values close
to 1 indicate a good correlation between dissimilarities in the original
an visual spaces, giving some estimate (although not precise) of the
uncertainty present in the layout.

The homology-based approach proposed by Rieck and Leitte [125]
uses a Rips graph in both data and visual spaces, computing their per-
sistent homology which encodes the number of connected components
at different scales. The distance between the persistence diagrams is
used to globally quantify the mapping distortions.

Local quality metrics assess distortions by comparing neighborhoods
in the original space against their counterpart in the visual space. Those
techniques typically operate element-wise, measuring the intensity
of MN and FN phenomena in each neighborhood, aggregating the
computed distortions in a single quality measure that evaluates the
MDP layout as a whole. A typical example is the graph-based approach
proposed by Motta et al. [102].

There are also methods such as Qy [99] and NIEQA [177] that
combine both local and global distortion analysis. Those techniques
make use of neighborhood information to construct a nearest neighbor
graph from which distances are globally compared through correlation
analysis. Therefore, those methods are able to gauge local as well as
global distortions simultaneously.

3.3.2 Distortion Type
The Distortion Type taxonomy accounts for the type of distortion mea-
sured by each quality metric. The distortion type Dissimilarity indicates
the metric accounts for how the value of dissimilarity between instances
are affected by the mapping. Rank stands for the order of elements,
that is, how much the order of elements changes due to the mapping.
Metrics focused on Correlation assess how correlated some property
(dissimilarity, rank, etc.) in the original space is to its counterpart in
the visual space. Probability distortion type accounts for distortions
in the distribution of probability of some variable (dissimilarity, for
instance) after the mapping. Methods devoted to measure Geometric
distortions typically gauge how neighborhoods are stretched/shrunk by
MDP. Set Difference simply compares, for each instance, how many of
its neighbors remain neighbors in the visual space. Finally, Homology
compares persistence diagrams that encode the connectedness of the
data across different scales in both spaces.

Stress/Strain, Correlation Coefficient, and Topographic Product,

measure distortions as to dissimilarities, although using distinct mecha-
nisms. Stress/Strain assesses distortions by computing pairwise differ-
ences between dissimilarities. Topographic Product relies on element-
wise product of ratios between dissimilarities (if only the nearest neigh-
bors are considered for the ratios the method becomes local). Correla-
tion Coefficient computes the Pearson’s correlation between pairwise
dissimilarities in the original and visual space. Spearman’s correla-
tion [141] also measure distortion as to dissimilarity, but not directly,
that is, dissimilarities from the original and visual spaces are inde-
pendently sorted and the ranks in the sorted lists are used to compute
the correlation. Therefore, Spearman’s correlation is measuring how
correlated the ranks of the dissimilarities are, not the dissimilarities
themselves.

Table 3 also reveals that global techniques mainly assess how much
dissimilarities or their correlation are affected by the dimensionality re-
duction process (notice the simultaneous check marks Global+Dissimil.
and Global+Corr.). Local techniques, in contrast, have a wider scope
as to the type of distortion they are able to evaluate. Trustworthi-
ness/Continuity [161], for instance, measures how the rank of instances
in each neighborhood is affected by MN and FN phenomena. There-
fore, Trustworthiness/Continuity assesses the quality of a layout based
on local changes, assessing directly the intensity of MN and FN phe-
nomena. Mean Relative Rank Errors [84] and LC Meta-criterion [34]
are closely related to Trustworthiness/Continuity in the sense they
measure distortions based on neighborhood information, but focusing
in different facets. Mean Relative Rank Errors quantifies distortions
by analyzing how much the rank of elements in each neighborhood
changes, but considering the whole set of neighbors, not only MN and
FN instances as done by Trustworthiness/Continuity. LC Meta-criterion
simply measures the percentage of True Neighbors in each neighbor-
hood, without taking into account the rank of the elements. Trustworthi-
ness/Continuity, Mean Relative Rank Errors, and LC Meta-criterion are
all variants of the so-called precision-recall measures [162] employed
in the context of information retrieval. Moreover, as shown by Lee and
Verleysen [84], those three measures and other variants [100] can be
derived from a single structure called the Co-Rank matrix.

Procrustes Measure [55] assumes the original data is embedded in a
Cartesian space. The neighborhood of each instance is first conformally
mapped to a two-dimensional affine subspace and the mapped neighbor-
hood is then matched with its counterpart in the visual space via rigid
motion transformation. The difference between them is used to gauge
the distortion introduced by the MDP mapping. Similar to Stress/Strain,
Procrustes Measure is not scale invariant, thus being more appropriate
to compare different MDP methods than for the individual analysis of
a single mapping.

Quality measurements based on probability distortions rely on KL
Divergence [64] to evaluate MDP. Venna et al. [162] showed that
KL-divergence can be interpreted as probabilistic versions of precision-
recall measures, thus also making a parallel between MDP layouts
assessment and information retrieval evaluation.



As mentioned before, the Qy [99] method enables a flexible mech-
anism to combine local and global distortion analysis. Although the
original version of Qy relies on Spearman’s Coefficient to quantify
local distortions, other methods could be used for the same purpose, as
indicated by • in Table 3.

Motta et al. [102] derived a set of metrics from a graph-based frame-
work. The graph-based metrics are indeed variants of methods such
as LC Meta-criterion [34] and Mean Relative Rank Errors [84] that
operate on a graph-structure called Extended Minimum Spanning Tree.

Techniques such as Trustworthiness/Continuity, Mean Relative Rank
Errors, and LC Meta-criterion operate in a “discrete” manner, i.e., they
use discrete information such as the number of matches or the rank-
order of the elements to measure how well neighborhoods are preserved
during the mapping. A smooth variant of Trustworthiness/Continuity,
called Smooth Neighborhood Preservation, has been proposed by
Pagliosa et al. [108]. The reasoning is to discriminate MN and FN
that are mapped close to their true neighborhood from those mapped
far apart, weighting the error accordingly.

Other methods. Visual mechanisms such as Shephard’s dia-
grams [138] have been used to qualitatively evaluate MDP mappings.
Shephard’s diagram turns out useful when the methods under compari-
son differ considerably in terms of quality. When data is endowed with
class information, methods originally designed to evaluate the quality
of clusters have been adapted to assess MDP mappings [73, 96, 145].
Those methods, though, are not designed to evaluate MN and FN dis-
tortions, but how much a MDP mapping preserve the class structures in
the visual space.

3.4 How MDP distortions may impact the visual analysis
We saw that a substantial amount of work has been done towards
proposing metrics that quantify distortions in MDP mappings. However,
very few is known about how those distortions impact the MDP-based
analytic tasks.

One of the few works in this context is the experiment accomplished
by Lewis et al. [91], where a user study was conducted to find out
whether expert data analysts, informed novices, and novices, are consis-
tent in evaluating the "quality" of a map. They were all given no specific
analytic task except the experimenters pretended they will have one to
conduct. They also had been given on purpose no precise definition
of what "quality" means. Experts and informed novices were made
aware about the data characteristics, and only experts knew about the
MDP techniques. As a main result, MDP experts were found consistent
judges positively correlated with the trustworthiness mapping quality
measure whereas other users were not. As many MDP users are not
MDP experts there are still work to be done in training them, or more
practically, to guide them in interpreting MDP.

Regarding PCA, it is well known that it preserves global structure
more than local ones [29], as it is designed to preserve large variance
hiding small ones that occur orthogonally to the two principal axes.
That means small scale visual patterns are more uncertain than large
scale ones. But the impact of the proportion of variance explained
by the first two principal components on different analytic tasks has
not been explored and quantified. Another important discovery has
been the shift-invariant similarities [85] that t-SNE and other similar
techniques exploit, making them more robust against norm concen-
tration. Norm concentration is a typical characteristic of the curse of
dimensionality: in high dimensional spaces, the variance of all pairwise
data dissimilarities decreases toward 0 while their average value still
increases when the dimension p increases. This means that data look
all dissimilar to each others. This leads MDP of high-dimensional data
to produce maps with no salient pattern, where all points concentrate
in the center of the map generating clutter and possibly hiding local
structures. The use of shift-invariant similarities limits this effect for
theoretically grounded reasons [85], making patterns in the data more
likely visible in the map.

In the following section we shall further examine the interplay be-
tween MDP distortions and the kind of analytic tasks performed in
MDP layouts. This analysis will allow us to better understand how
MDP distortions may impact these tasks, at least qualitatively.

4 ANALYTIC TASKS

As world map projections [156] have been designed to preserve angles
(Mercator conformal projection) for easier navigation, or to preserve
areas for political fairness (see [160] for more exotic maps), it is im-
portant to consider the intended analytic tasks to decide about the best
MDP. In this section, we propose a taxonomy of analytic tasks involv-
ing MDP scatter plots. We focus this taxonomy on a formal definition
of the tasks that allows us a qualitative analysis to identify which of
them can possibly be impacted by MDP distortions. This is crucial as
some intended tasks cannot properly be achieved by the user from the
base MDP layout, while many non-expert users are unaware of this fact.
We aim to raise user awareness about MDP uncertainties, identify these
specific ambiguous tasks and their non-ambiguous counterpart.

Thanks to that task taxonomy and its formal description, we can also
further match the analytic tasks with the MDP taxonomy described in
Section 2.3, thus providing guidelines to choose an MDP given a task.

Beyond setting a taxonomy, our formalization of the tasks starts to
pave a path towards quantifying, possibly via user studies, the impact
of distortions in typical analytic tasks involving MDP layouts, so as to
enable systematic evaluation of the efficiency of using a specific MDP
for a given task.

4.1 Taxonomy of MDP Analytic Tasks
In the following, we review the literature surveyed in the recent work
of Sacha et al. [131], but we focus on identifying the analytic tasks
involving MDP layouts. Specifically, the study by Sacha et al. has a
broader scope than ours, analyzing the full Visual Analytic interaction
loop which enables the user to visualize the map and interactively
change the parameters of the whole visualization pipeline, including
the data and the MDP model. Here we focus on analytic tasks based on
a single MDP layout, so we ignore tasks involving multiple coordinated
MDP views. Our taxonomy extends and refines the one based on
interviews of data scientists proposed by Brehmer et al. [26]. Our main
goal is to determine qualitatively which analytic tasks can or cannot
be hampered by MDP distortions, and further provide a matching with
MDP taxonomy to recommend MDP techniques which would best fit
with the intended analytic task.

We ought to get a formal description of the tasks that allow designers
and users to clearly distinguish between feasible and infeasible tasks
achievements regarding a target pattern. For instance, we want to make
clear that we cannot expect a user to identify with certainty an outlier
in the data by locating an outlier in the base MDP layout, because the
map is a distorted representation of the data. However, we can provide
users with the necessary information to identify an outlier in the data
by showing a map enriched with original data similarity information.
This kind of analysis has never been proposed so far.

For this sake, we use the Munzner’s What/Why/How typology of
visualization [25, 26, 103] to provide a non ambiguous task description,
empowering this semi-categorical description with a mathematical
formalization of the input and output spaces of the tasks and the entities
they transform. An attempt for such a formalization has been initiated
in the "Pro Format Abstract" taxonomy of analytic tasks [1], but not
with enough details to achieve our goal, and for tasks that are not
specific to MDP layouts. The extensive description of the tasks in terms
of Munzner’s typology is provided in supplementary material.

To determine the taxons of our taxonomy, we analyzed all the papers
from the literature survey of Sacha et al. [131] and determined com-
mon tasks and subtasks progressively. We attempted for each paper
to develop a pseudo code as if a computer should realize the same
task as described in the paper, using the Munzner’s typology as much
as we could as coding instructions. We had in particular to identify
unambiguously the input and output elements and spaces of the tasks,
and use mathematical formalization for this sake. It helped us to detect
similar or identical tasks to be merged and progressively converge to a
set of unique canonical tasks reported in Table 4.

As described in details in the Supplementary Material, some tasks are
composed of sub-tasks or used in sequence in the literature. We connect
these tasks to each other using numbers nearby task names in Table 4.
In that table, the Input and Output columns refer to the space or set of



elements used as input to the task and output it provides. For instance,
in the Discover Clusters in Map task, the user must consider as input
the n projected points in M n, then Locate and Identify clusters as
output which consists formally in assigning the n points to one out of
the k clusters Ck. A set is underlined when the items are identified in
the user’s mind but neither recorded in the machine nor Annotated
in the view per se. Along this line, the Actor type identifies whether
the machine (M) or the user (U) accomplishes the task. These notation
distinguishing between humans and machines are important to inform
the global design of the visual analytic system: to identify whether a
data item is objective (it can be shared between different processes) or
subjective (it lies in the user’s mind); and to determine whether a task
shall be implemented with some computing technique evaluated with
computer simulations (M), or requires some user interaction evaluated
with user studies (U). The TS column identifies the main space into
which a task operates (M or D) and emphasizes the risk of misuse
of MDP for certain tasks (M !). More details are given in Section 4.2.
The other columns refer to the taxons of the MDP taxonomy described
in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 and can be used to match the intended task with
the best suited MDP as discussed in Section 4.3 and in Table 4.

We provide a quantitative summary of the tasks with a count of the
surveyed papers which use them in Table 5. The full list of papers
associated to each task is provided in the supplementary material. In
summary, we have identified four categories of tasks:

• Generate Map: Tasks of this category are accomplished by the
machine to generate different MDP layouts;

• Explore Dimensions (Axes): Tasks of this category apply to
MDP layout data with available features X ∈Dn

x (typically data
in Cartesian spaces) or external features Z (typically external
user knowledge not explicitly in Dx);

• Explore Items in Base Layout: Tasks of this category apply to
non-enriched MDP layout showing only the items’ location with
no additional information;

• Explore Items in Enriched Layout: Tasks of this category apply
to enriched MDP layouts showing items and additional informa-
tion encoded as colors, shape or text for instance.

In the sequel we first analyze which tasks can be impacted by distor-
tions and which are immune to them. Then we provide guidelines to
determine which MDP is best to use for an intended task.

4.2 Which Tasks Require Careful Map Interpretation?
The formal input and output description of the tasks summarized in
Table 4 allows us to objectively identify the ones sensitive to MDP
distortions and the manner they are so. We do not consider the Generate
Map tasks (Table 4) in the following discussion, as they do not involve
user (U) visual perception per se. Notice that these map-generating
tasks are surveyed in Section 2 and are the ones onto which most of the
Machine Learning literature about MDP focuses its efforts.

From Table 4 we observe two main cases summarized in the Target
Space (TS) column regarding the data X or ∆ (X|∆), and mapped
dissimilarities D :

• Map-targeted tasks, denoted as M or M ! in TS column. Only
the map is given as Input, which means users have visual access
to D but not to X|∆.

• Data-space-targeted tasks, denoted as D in TS column. Data
is provided together with the map M as Input, so users have
visual access to all D plus part or all of X|∆.

The Map-targeted tasks, whose formal description builds the
Output without considering information from the data space D as
Input, so cannot support inference about the original data X|∆ but
only about their MDP distorted, uncertain, representation D.

As discussed by Sacha et al. [131], the user can be aware of the
MDP model uncertainties. In this case, s/he will use complementary
trustworthy views like SPLOM, parallel coordinate plots, or will enrich

the base layout with “thumbnail images” of the original data X|∆ to
get knowledge about whatever patterns (or non-patterns [10]) appear
in the MDP layout. Thus, the uncertainty-aware user does not rely on
the base MDP layout to reveal actual patterns in the data, but uses it as
a data proxy that helps generate hypotheses regarding potential data
patterns to be verified using the other trustworthy views.

Otherwise, users unaware of MDP model uncertainties about D
as representing X|∆, and furthermore, mistaken users who over-trust
the map wrongly believing it is correct, are both prone to erroneous
interpretations. They will take erroneously for granted that patterns (or
absence of them) of points in the map M account for the same existing
patterns (or absence of them) in the original data space D .

Notice that the knowledge one can expect to get about X|∆ by visual-
izing coordinated views from different MDP techniques, none of which
being trustworthy, with such Map-targeted tasks only, is still uncertain.
For instance, the user can annotate as c1 ∈ C1 a cluster of points found
with Discover Clusters in Map (M n

1 → C n
1) in the first uncertain map

M1; then s/he can evaluate positively with Match Clusters and Classes
in Map ((M2×C1×C 2)

n→ R+) that these class-color-coded items
C1 form a single pure cluster C 2 in a map M2, while M2 is uncertain
as well. And still, s/he has no way to be certain that this cluster C1
exists in D , as X|∆ never appears as input in any of these analytic tasks.
Therefore, points in C1 could come from K > 1 distinct clusters in D ,
overlapping in both M1 and M2. In short, composing several uncertain
outcomes can hardly make the composite outcome more certain.

Therefore, for the Map-targeted tasks, the more distorted D is rela-
tive to X|∆, the more error prone the task is. Table 4 shows, in particular,
that a MDP is at high risk of misuse by users over-trusting the map
when accomplishing the tasks denoted as M ! in TS column, because
they are semantically not space-specific. Thus, users may erroneously
think they are performing the task in the data space instead of actu-
ally in the map. We shall call them Ambiguous Map-targeted tasks
(M !-tasks) in the sequel. The list of these tasks is:

• Discover Neighbors (in Map)

• Brush (in Map)

• Navigate (in Map)

• Discover a Path (in Map)

• Discover Clusters (in Map)

• Discover Outlier (in Map)

• Find Class-Outlier (in Map)

• Evaluate Cluster Purity (in Map)

• Evaluate Class Compactness (in Map)

• Match Clusters and Classes (in Map)

• Classify Out-of-Core Item (in Map)

However, in the following cases, the fact the map only approximates
the data cannot be ignored by users because of the very objective of
the task as made clear by its name. The list of these Non-ambiguous
Map-targeted tasks (M -tasks) is:

• Name Synthesized Dimension

• Discover a Seed Point

• Steer Projection (and its subtasks)

• Sample Data Space from Map (and its subtasks)

Regarding the Data-space-targeted tasks (D-tasks), the map layout
is enriched with part or all of X|∆ and other information required for
the task. Compared to the map-targeted tasks, we know at least that
X|∆ (D) is visualized together with D (M ). Therefore, some necessary
information is displayed that theoretically allows users to visualize the
task-targeted data directly to compare both map and data similarities.
Thus, it enables at least a visual evaluation of local distortions.

Considering the Munzner’s typology of tasks, the What refers to the
data input necessary for the user to achieve the task. The above analysis
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Table 4: Summary of Generate and Explore tasks, their formal
description, their link to distortion types, to MDP techniques and tax-
onomies. The Generate Layout tasks take n data and possibly r land-
marks from the Input space D to generate their projection into the
Output space M . The main Actor is the machine (M). The Explore
tasks take the mapping M , possibly the data D and other parameters
as Input, and provide a modified map or sets of items as Output.
The main Actor is the user (U). In the first column, some tasks are
identified by numbers before their name, and other tasks are followed
by these identifiers indicating they rely on these former tasks. When the
identifier is between parentheses, this means the basic task is typically
observed in the literature but is not necessary to achieve task. The full
details are given in Supplementary Material. In columns Input and
Output, a set is underlined like M when it exists in the user’s mind
but neither in the machine nor in the layout. {n} is a shorthand for
{1, . . . ,n} and (n) for the ordered set (1, . . . ,n). When ⊆ is not written,
∈ has to be considered by default. We use set theory notation Sk for
the k-ary Cartesian power of the set S, for instance {n}k is the set of
k-tuples whose any element is taken in the set {1, . . . ,n}. In column TS,
D denotes Data-space-targeted tasks; M denotes Map-targeted tasks;
and M ! denotes ambiguous tasks with strong risk of MDP misuse for
users unaware of MDP principles and distortions. The full notation
is given in the formal description of each task in the supplementary
material. The MDP property column refers to the taxons used in Table
1. An MDP must has the corresponding property to support the task.
In this column, ? refers to all MDP techniques, and (MN)/(FN) means
it is advisable to have few or no Missing Neighbors/False Neighbors
respectively. The Best matching MDP column refers to the list of
main MDP techniques described with references in Tables 1 and 2 best
matching the tasks as discussed in Sections 2.4 and 4.3. MDP that need
to be adapted are between parentheses.

shows that only the D-tasks and the M -tasks are well defined according
to Munzner’s typology as they provide the necessary information to be
possibly achieved. Still it cannot be guaranteed the task will eventually
be achieved as it also depends on all the remaining uncertainties at the
visualization stage (s7) and on the human side stages (h1−h10) refer-
ring to stages in the knowledge generation model for visual analytics
described in Sacha et al. [131].

The above analysis also makes clear that for the M !-tasks, the ex-
pressiveness principle of visualization [103] is violated. This principle
claims that the visual encoding should express all of, and only, the
information necessary and sufficient to achieve the tasks. As X|∆ is
missing, the M !-tasks can not be achieved, e.g. if a cluster or an outlier
is discovered in the map, nothing can ensure it is also a cluster or an
outlier in the data space.

This qualitative result has been largely overlooked so far. Fortunately,
all of the M !-tasks have a D-task counterpart which is well defined and
can be achieved based on an enriched layout. The detailed description
of the tasks in the supplementary material shows that the composite
tasks such as Match Cluster and Classes, rely on Brush or Discover
Neighbors component tasks, for which exist well defined versions Brush
in Data Space and Discover Neighbors in Data Space to replace their
ambiguous counterparts.

How much the achievement of the D-tasks benefits from their "data
awareness", especially compared to their M !-task counterparts, is
still an open question which would require task-specific quantitative
analysis with uncertainty aware and unaware users. A preliminary
study conducted for ProxiViz [63] goes into that direction showing that
FN and MN distortions have significantly different impacts on certain
analytic tasks.

D-tasks are based on enriched MDP layouts. We propose a survey
of these enrichment techniques in Section 5. As mentioned earlier, the
formal description of our task taxonomy also eases the connection to
the MDP taxonomy. We provide guidelines to match tasks to MDP in
the following section.

Table 5: Distribution of surveyed references. We consider the refer-
ences in Section 2.3 for the Generate Layout tasks, and the references
in Section 4, and Section 2 and Table 2 of the Supplementary Material
for the Explore tasks. Tasks are listed in same order as in Table 4.

Tasks #Ref
Generate Layout

Dimension Synthesis 48
Out-of-Core Extension 8

Map Data with Intermediary Landmarks 9
Map Labeled Data 7

Map Items Relative to Target 9
Multi-Level Mapping 7

Explore Dimensions (Axes)
Name Synthesized Dimension 5

Map Synthesized Dim. to Original Dim. 9
Discover Relation Btw. Original Dim. 4

Discover Relation Btw. Visual Pattern & Original Dim. 4
Explore Items in Base Layout

Discover a Seed Point 1
Discover Neighbors in Map 5

Brush in Map 4
Navigate in Map 2

Discover a Path in Map 4
Discover Clusters in Map 7

Discover an Outlier in Map 3
Discover Sensitivity-based Outlier in Data Space 2

Explore Items in Enriched Layout
Name Cluster 4

Discover Neighbors in Data Space 5
Brush in Data Space 2

Navigate in Data Space 2
Discover a Path in Data Space 2

Discover Density-based Cluster in Data Space 3
Discover Density-based Outlier in Data Space 1

Discover Neighbor of Out-of-Core Item in Data Space 1
Discover Class-Outlier in Data Space 2

Discover Class-Outlier in Map 1
Match Clusters and Classes in Map 14

Classify Out-of-Sample Item in Map 2
Steer Projection by Moving Landmarks in Map 11

Sample Data Space from Map 2

4.3 Which is the Best MDP for an Intended Task?

The formal description of the tasks in our taxonomy and the taxons of
the MDP taxonomy from Section 2.3 enable us to identify which MDP
techniques are best suited for an intended task.

As mentioned in the MDP taxonomy, the taxons are: data types;
linearity; supervision; multi-level; locality; steerability; stability; out
of core extension (OOC); and computation burden (Comp). We report
this taxon in the MDP property column of Table 4.

All MDP techniques achieve the Generate Layout tasks, synthesiz-
ing original dimensions. Still only some of them can handle Out-of-
Core Extension which are directly reported in Table 1 column OOC.
Landmark and control point-based techniques such as L-MDS, Pivot-
MDS, PLP, LAMP implement Map Data with Landmarks. The super-
vised techniques reported in Table 1 column Supervision are designed
to Map Labeled Data. Beyond specific techniques designed to Map
Items Relative to Target, this task can be implemented by any land-
mark/control point-based technique, using the target item as one of
the landmarks kept fixed in the map, only updating the position of the
other items. Local Mapping can also be achieved by hierarchical MDP
techniques (column Multi-level), besides obviously the local techniques
with the local mapping property (see Section 2.3.5). The full list of
MDP related to each Generate Layout tasks is reported in the Table 4.

Regarding Explore Dimensions (Axes) tasks mentioning Original
Dimension, and all tasks indicating Dx as input, as Name Cluster and



Sample Data Space from Map, require MDP able to handle Cartesian
coordinates.

Tasks indicating L as Input like the ones mentioning Class-Outlier,
Class Compactness or Cluster Purity, and the Match Clusters and
Classes in Map and Classify Out-of-Core Item in Map tasks, are best
handled by Supervised MDP. Notice that they are part of the Items in
Enriched Layout so the class is actually overlaid (typically as a color or
text), hence visible in the MDP layout.

Explore Items in Base Layout tasks, which are only focused on
the map itself (indicated by M or M ! as target space (TS)), can be
theoretically supported by any MDP technique because they do not
depend on the mapping quality. Still, for improved effectiveness, if no
other intended task imposes a more specific MDP, we can advise to
use an MDP which preserves trustworthiness rather than continuity, i.e.
which generates few or no False Neighbors (FN) distortions, even if it
can generate Missed Neighbors (MN). The rationale behind this rule
is that the gestalt law of proximity makes point patterns like clusters
in the map pop up pre-attentively. Therefore it is better that the items
seemingly part of the same pattern because they are neighbors in the
layout, are actually neighbors in the data space too, which is possible
with MN, but not possible with FN. In short, we need to limit FN
to ensure the proximity-pattern we see in the MDP layout with no
effort, actually exist in the data space. This means we shall prefer
MDP techniques whose energy function has the plasticity property as
defined by Lee and Verleysen [85] such as CCA, t-SNE and NeRV with
the CCA-like parameter setting, or by lack of theoretical hints, MDP
layouts that have empirically better trustworthiness scores. The task
Name Cluster would also benefit from such MDP

Explore Items in Enriched Layout tasks, which are focused on
the data analysis through their map representation (indicated by D as
target space (TS)), can be supported by any MDP technique which
preserves continuity rather than trustworthiness, i.e. which generates
few or no Missed Neighbors (MN) distortions, even if it can generate
False Neighbors (FN). Assuming the color channel is used for the
layout enrichment, the rationale behind this rule is that the gestalt law
of similarity makes color patterns pop up pre-attentively. Therefore, it
is better that the items seemingly part of the same data-pattern because
they have the same color in the layout, are actually neighbors in the
map too, which is possible with FN, but not possible with MN. In short,
we need to limit MN to ensure the color-pattern we can see with no
effort in the MDP layout corresponds to a single continuous pattern in
the data. This means we shall prefer MDP techniques whose energy
function has the elasticity property as defined by Lee and Verleysen [85]
such as PCA, NLM, Classical MDS and NeRV with the NLM-like
parameter setting, or by lack of theoretical hints, MDP layouts that
have empirically better continuity scores. The task Name Synthesized
Dimension would also benefit from such MDP.

The task Discover Sensitivity-based Outlier in Data Space requires
an MDP with Global and Linear mapping as an item is detected as
outlier if the map appears significantly different with it from without
it. The task Steer Projection can only be handled by MDP having the
Steerability property. These two tasks require fast computation of the
map as interactivity is key, either when moving the control points or
switching a point on and off. LAMP is the best suited in that case.

High stability preserving context and mental map, low computational
cost enabling interactivity, and the multi-level property implementing
the Schneiderman mantra overview first, zoom and filter, then details-
on-demand, are generic desirable properties for any intended task. By
default, everything else being equal, MDP having these properties have
to be considered first.

The list of MDP recommended for each intended task based on this
qualitative analysis, is reported in Table 4. Still, more quantitative
analyses are missing to better support data scientists using MDP.

5 LAYOUT ENRICHMENT

The layout resulting from a MDP mapping consists basically of a point
cloud where well defined groups and neighborhoods are indicative of
similarity among the involved instances. However, point proximity
information is usually not enough to boost a prolific analytical process.

Important aspects such as which attributes most contribute to the neigh-
borhood formation and which is the gist information shared by a group
of instances cannot be inferred from point proximity only. Moreover, as
discussed previously, the awareness about errors and distortions in the
projection introduces uncertainties in the analytical process and lessens
the trustworthiness in the observed neighborhoods.

Layout enrichment has been an alternative to circumvent those is-
sues, rendering projection layouts more reliable and informative. First
attempts to enrich MDP layouts relied on simple textual and color in-
formation overlaid onto layouts produced by PCA and SOM [81, 172].
More recent approaches enable enrichment resources to reveal distor-
tions [4] and rely on sophisticated data summarization schemes that
facilitates the analytical process [119].

Existing layout enrichment techniques vary considerably as to the
source of information used to trim the layout. Specifically, the informa-
tion used to “adorn” a layout can stem from the original space, from
the visual space, or from both. For instance, some methods can simply
color points in the visual space based on particular attribute values of
the original data, not relying in any information from the visual space
(besides point location) to make the enrichment. On the other hand,
there are methods that operates exclusively in the MDP layout, high-
lighting, for instance, clusters of projected points, thus disregarding the
original data altogether. However, due to the greater flexibility, the vast
majority of layout enrichment methods opt to play with information
from both spaces, typically mapping content from the original data to
points and/or neighborhoods in the visual space.

Enrichment methods can also be characterized based on where addi-
tional visual resources are placed, i.e., overlaid on the point cloud itself
or externally in a panel separated from the projection layout. Tech-
niques that use overlaid information benefit from the interplay between
the gestalt laws of proximity (points position) and similarity (shape,
text, color overlay) to leverage the perception of visual correlation
between neighborhood structures and the extra visual content depicted
within the projection layout. External enrichment methods rely on
visualization panels located independently from the scatter plot layout,
but usually linked to it through interactive mechanisms.

A third option is to characterize enrichment methods according
to their end goal, i.e., visualize and uncover phenomena related to
distortions and projection errors or enrich layouts so as to reveal gist
information contained or related to the original data. In the following,
we discuss enrichment approaches grouping them according to this
third option, since it is simpler and allows for clearly discriminating
methodologies. It is important to emphasize that our intention here is
not to list all visualization methods that somehow rely on enrichment
schemes to improve MDP layouts, but rather propose a taxonomy for
the enrichment strategies, providing examples of where such taxonomy
have been employed.

5.1 Enrichment for Content Analysis
Content-based enrichment techniques build upon the proximity of sim-
ilar instances in the visual space to depict additional information as-
sociated to particular instances or groups of instances. The manner
data content is depicted varies among techniques and target applica-
tion, but, in a broad sense, the content is always a summary of gist
information extracted from the original data. Further, content-based
enrichment methods can be grouped according to the pipeline they
rely on, which are basically of three types: Direct Enrichment, Cluster-
based Enrichment, and Spatially Structured Enrichment, as illustrated
in Figure 2.

5.1.1 Direct Enrichment
Direct Enrichment methods enhance the layout directly, without seg-
menting or partitioning the visual space. A common approach is to
enrich the MDP layout by combining overlaid tags extracted from at-
tributes [60] with external linked views where additional information
is presented [37, 38, 82] (see Figure 2(a)). More recent approaches are
able to map instances and attributes in a single visual space while pre-
serving their semantic relation, resulting in a layout composed by dots
and tags that represent instances and attributes respectively [18, 36].



(a) Direct Enrichment [37] (b) Cluster-based Enrichment [31] (c) Spatially Structured Enrichment [46]

Fig. 2: Layout enrichment for content analysis (permission to use the images will be requested to IEEE).

Representing projected instances by icons [30] or geometric ob-
jects [58] rather than points is also a recurrent alternative commonly
combined with overlap removal and object alignment to improve layout
readability [57]. Some direct methods seek to reduce cognitive effort by
rendering MDP layouts as physically plausible environments, aiming
to mimic an explorable scenario such as galaxies [3] and cartographic
maps [146].

Color coding points according to particular attributes is a basic en-
richment scheme [163] called Component Plane, which is used to
support more sophisticated alternatives. For instance, generalized bi-
plots [39] extend and enhance biplots to show data attributes in a
three-dimensional visual space, using interactive bar charts and color
legends to highlight variables better visible from each viewpoint. Still
envisioning to understanding attributes and their impact in a scatter
plot formation, some approaches propose enrichment mechanisms to
color the Delaunay triangulation of mapped points according to in-
formation extracted from their original attributes [142]. Node-link
and edge bundling can also be incorporated to allow the visualization
of temporal information associated to the data [143]. Color codes
have also been used to depict the distance between any data item to
a new item not mapped to the visual space [6], allowing the visual
classification/inspection of new data without the need of projecting it.

5.1.2 Cluster-based Enrichment

Methods that rely on Cluster-based Enrichment typically cluster points
according to their proximity in the visual space, generating well de-
fined and non-overlapping regions in the layout. The enrichment is
then accomplished by depicting content computed from instances in
each clusters. For instance, in the context of textual data visualization,
a typical approach is to summarize the content of each cluster as a
word cloud rendered inside the cluster [119, 174]. Nevertheless, the
enrichment process can reach a high degree of sophistication, adorning
clusters with content aware objects such as time series plots [149],
images [52], and tailored icons [30]. Some system can even resort
to bundled lines to highlight relations between instances in different
clusters, linking the scatter plot layout with external panels containing
meaningful information about the content of each cluster [31] (Fig-
ure 2(b)).

Most cluster-based enrichment methods perform the clustering step
in the visual space without considering the distortion introduced during
the MDP process. Although the visual space-based clustering guaran-
tees non-fragmented groups in the layout, it increases uncertainty in
what is being analyzed, since distortions, in particular False Neighbors,
are not typically taken into consideration when extracting information
to be depicted. This problem has been attenuated by first selecting
representative points in the original space and then clustering the re-
maining instances around those points in the visual space [74]. The
U-matrix [94] is another alternative that uses a Self-Organizing Map
with a large number of prototypes (possibly more than the data items).
The many prototypes which end up encoding no data, lying in the
empty space between data clusters, are used to show the boundary of
the clusters on the map.

There are also techniques that perform the clustering in the data
space, highlighting their content in the visual space [45, 82, 104]. The

problem with those methods (as for the U-matrix), is that clusters can
appear fragmented in the visual space due to MN distortions, increasing
the cognitive effort to interpret the layout.

5.1.3 Spatially Structured Enrichment
Similarly to Cluster-based Enrichment methods, Spatially Structured
Enrichment techniques operate in two stages, first organizing pro-
jected data in a geometric structure and then performing the enrich-
ment. These techniques count on some density estimation in the vi-
sual space to guide a space partition scheme such as Voronoi tessela-
tions [27, 105, 149], Treemaps [46] (Figure 2(c)), Quadtrees [56] or
simply a regular grid [107]. Enrichment is then carried out on the re-
gions defined by the partition, ranging from word clouds [46] to visual
snippets [56]. Although these methods also bear the issue of computing
the partition in the visual space without considering information from
the original space, thus being sensitive to MN and FN distortions, most
of them naturally provide a hierarchical navigation mechanisms that
favor exploratory tasks.

By properly combining attributes and their correlation in a single
data matrix, the approach implemented in Data Context Map [36] takes
into account information in the visual space as well as from the data
space to build a density function whose level sets segment the layout
according to the original attributes and their range of values.

Although not so abundant, there are techniques that comprise more
than one of the approaches above, as is the case of Probing Projec-
tions [148], which enable resources for direct and cluster-based enrich-
ment.

5.2 Enrichment for Distortion Analysis
Regarding the uncertainty typology introduced by Sacha et al. [130],
if we assume a high effectiveness of the scatter plot idiom used to
visualize the data, and a high ability of users to read the map, then the
main source of uncertainties comes from the MDP distortions. Several
mechanisms have been proposed to visualize distortions introduced
during the MDP process so as to make users aware of the interpretation
pitfalls. They can at best be used to identify trustworthy areas of the
map, and even effectively detect patterns in the data thanks to displayed
distortions.

Enrichment methods for distortion analysis also vary considerably as
to graphical and interactive infrastructure employed in the enrichment
process, ranging from simple mechanisms as Shepard diagrams [73]
to sophisticated interactive system able to reveal multiple facets of the
MDP distortions [97].

In the following, we organize enrichment mechanisms for distortion
analysis into two categories, visualizing trustworthy and unreliable
regions in the visual space and probing mechanisms to further under-
standing distortions. Figure 3 depicts examples of enriched layouts in
each category.

5.2.1 Visualizing Trustworthy and Unreliable Regions
The simplest enrichment mechanism for distortion analysis is to color-
code projected points according to some distortion measure [100], en-
abling additional exploratory resources via linked external panels [93].
However, many techniques rely on domain decomposition schemes



(a) CheckViz Enrichment [89] (b) ProxiViz Enrichment [4] (c) Probing Projections [148]

Fig. 3: Layout enrichment for distortion analysis (Permission to use image (c) will be requested to IEEE).

to partition the visual space in order to highlight regions with high
and low distortions. A natural scenario for this kind of analysis is
SOM-based MDP, as distortion can be measured in each SOM cell and
color coded in the visual space [75]. Landscape metaphor depicting
distortions as a height field is a variant that generalizes to any MDP
method [137] [166]. Color-coding Voronoi cells or Delaunay edges of
projected points to highlight regions of high and low distortions is an-
other space partitioning alternative [4]. All these techniques tell which
parts of the map are more trustworthy, so where patterns (outliers, lines,
clusters) in the map can be inferred to exist in the original data space
too. However, parts of the map considered as not trustworthy must be
used with caution to avoid erroneous inference, or shall be used only as
a proxy of original data patterns to generate hypotheses to be verified
using complementary trustworthy views.

More sophisticated color-code schemes are able to simultaneously
highlight more than one distortion phenomenon simultaneously. This
is the case of CheckViz [89], where a bicolor colormap is used to code
the missing and false neighbor information around projected points
(see Figure 3(a)). CheckViz enables the inference of patterns beyond
the simple analysis of distortions and detection of trustworthy areas,
leveraging the identification of data patterns like true class-overlap and
true cluster-separation directly in the mapping.

Beyond these color schemes, small-multiples has also been used
to show at each point in the layout a small clone of the full map as a
snippet image [128]. The snippet images are color-coded so as to reveal
both False and Missing Neighbors.

A standard scheme to analyze distortions in labeled data is to color-
code the data with their class label. The aim is to use the Match Clusters
and Classes task assuming that classes form pure clusters in the data
space. When they do not match, i.e. clusters appear not pure or classes
are split in several components, the map is assumed erroneous [5].

Alternative ways to this evaluation approach have been proposed [5],
where classes detected as overlapping in the data space are first merged,
or a single one of them is used and the other removed. Graph-based
schemes [7, 51, 90] have also been proposed to evaluate class overlap
in the data space first and then the result used as a baseline for the
color-coded map evaluation.

Color code and domain decomposition has been employed by Au-
petit [4, 6] as a way to check the quality of the projected out-of-core
data, enriching the layout according to the similarity between OOC and
core data.

5.2.2 Distortion Analysis via Probing

Techniques that rely on probing mechanism enable interactive resources
for users to inspect particular regions of the visual space in order to
further understand how distortions are taking place in those regions.
ProxiViz [4] is based on selecting a point in the map, and color-coding
the Voronoi cells of the points according to their dissimilarity in the
data space with respect to the selected point (see Figure 3(b)). It
is implemented in the VisCoDeR application [40] to support on-line
self-teaching of MDP techniques. Its variant Proxilens [62] enables
an interactive lens-like resource from which users can filter out false

neighbors around inspected points while visualizing missing neighbors
through a background color scheme. Probing Projections [148] displays
a halo around each point to depict error (see Figure 3(c)). A probing
mechanism allows users to further understand distortions by selecting
a particular point around which the system remove distance errors by
rescaling the vector between the selected and neighbor points according
to distance error ratio. A more elaborated mechanism is proposed by
Martins et al. [97], which color code Delaunay triangles built from
the projected point cloud according to False Neighbor information,
allowing users to select particular regions in order to reveal Missing
Neighbors using bundled linked edges.

A different enrichment methodology for distortion analysis has been
proposed in ProjInspector [108]. In contrast to the methods described
above, ProjInspector does not enrich a layouts to evaluate a single
projection but rather to compare multiple projections in order to identify
the most accurate ones, enabling an external panel where the error from
different projections are simultaneously analyzed. ProjInspector can
also interpolate layouts in order to generate new projections.

5.3 Which Layout Enrichment to Use?

In this section we discuss some characteristics of enhancement mecha-
nisms, limitations, and scenarios of usability.

Direct enrichment for content analysis techniques are straightfor-
ward in the sense that the layout produced by them are simple and easy
to interpret, not demanding a high cognitive effort from users. However,
this simplicity brings limitations. For instance, when tags and colors
are used to convey the content of the data, it might become difficult to
figure out which instances are contributing to each color or tag. More-
over, the optimal position of tags, glyph shape, and color map is an
issue to be tackled. Therefore, in many applications, direct enrichment
is mainly used as a mechanism to inspect particular instances or group
of instances, thus being combined with interactive resources.

Similarly to direct enrichment, cluster-based enrichment schemes
are easy to interpret, have the advantage that one can clearly figure out
which data items are related to the highlighted information, as those in-
formation are typically depicted within the clusters. Moreover, this type
of enrichment can effectively be employed in applications involving
large data sets, since what really matters in the enrichment process is
the cluster configuration. However, depicting information within small
or geometrically intricate clusters is an issue, rendering cluster-based
methods not appropriate for applications where the granularity of the
clusters is high. In other words, cluster-based techniques are useful to
convey a summary of the data content, but not so effective to depict
local information associated to a large number of small sets of items.

In contrast, spatially structured enrichment can handle large
amount of data while being able to depict information associated to a
reasonably large number of groups. The reason is that the visual space
is partitioned in regularly shaped objects such as spheres and rectan-
gles, making easier to place the information with respect to objects.
However, the resulting visualization tends to be dense, demanding a
greater cognitive effort to interpret it. Another issue is that the projected
point cloud can become difficult to visualize and interact with, making



spatially structured enrichment not so adequate to applications where
particular neighborhoods have to be explored.

Regarding enrichment for distortion analysis, techniques based
on color-coded error measurements figure among the simplest and
easier to interpret. However, special caution should be taken when
color-coding dissimilarity error types, as distances in the original and
visual space do not match due to the shift phenomena [85], demanding
some preprocessing such as scaling and normalization of values before
employing them as enrichment resource. When dealing with label
data, the widely used scheme of color-coding the projected points
according to class labels to visually validate the mapping might lead to
wrong conclusions. The class-as-pure-cluster assumption is practically
never validated in the data space before use. Not checking the validity
of this assumption may lead to the erroneous inference that classes
overlap in the data space when they overlap in the map. One way to
come over this is to check for actual data neighborhood in the data
space using a secondary layout enrichment, bearing this information
like the proximity view [4]. Regarding MDP evaluation, assuming
erroneously that classes are well separated in the data space and seeing
them overlapping in the map leads to an overly pessimistic evaluation
of the map quality: the classes are said to overlap because of a bad
mapping, while in fact they visually overlap because they actually
overlap in the data space. First checking with data analysis techniques
the actual class separation in the data space can be a way to solve this
issue [5].

Probing-based enrichment schemes are also easy to interpret and
typically provides a clear picture of the distortion in the analyzed
neighborhood, still not immune to the shift-phenomena as for color-
coded enrichment for distortions analysis. However, probe scheme
would benefit from being combined with color-coded global distortions
in order to indicate to users which are the “interesting” regions to probe.
In other words, probing mechanism should be implemented on the top
of trustworthy and reliable enrichment schemes, without which the use
of probing mechanism can become an overwhelming task.

6 FUTURE AND OPEN QUESTIONS

Improving MDP techniques From Table 1 one can identify several
scenarios and directions where MDP techniques can evolve. For in-
stance, it is clear that there is no MDP method able to handle data
from all types. In particular, more work is needed towards developing
MDP methods able to handle categorical data while bearing proper-
ties interesting to visualization applications such as steerability and
stability.

Another interesting question is which other properties beyond the
ones listed in Table 1 are fundamental for visualization applications
that have not yet been implemented in the MDP methods. Which are
the ideal properties for visualization applications?

Some recent work [164, 176] propose to map attributes as points
instead of the data items. There are even techniques that modify the data
so as to consider simultaneously data items and attribute correlation as
input data [36]. How to properly exploit the interplay between attribute
maps and data maps is an open issue with a large range of opportunities.
Improving MDP layout enrichment Enriching the map with prob-
ability information could benefit probabilistic MDP methods such as
NeRV and t-SNE. Very few has been done to enable enriched layout to
assist the interpretation of those important MDP methods.

The curse of dimensionality has mainly been handled on the theo-
retical side by studying the shift-invariant property [85] of NeRV and
t-SNE, in order to design new MDP techniques more robust to this
phenomenon. Another more empirical approach used in a multidimen-
sional brushing technique based on a linear MDP [8], consists in setting
interactively the size of the spherical brush by comparing the empirical
distribution of the distances to its center, to the theoretical distribution
of the same if the points were normally distributed. The remnant color
let by the brush, acts as a progressive probing-based layout enrichment
which takes into account the shift-invariant property. Despite these two
approaches, this key property is far from having been fully exploited
to enrich layouts towards better assisting in map evaluation, and better
guiding in MDP-based multidimensional data exploration.

Maximizing effectiveness of MDP layouts Concerning uncertainties
at the Visualization stage described in Section 3.1.1, there is a lack of
empirical evidence regarding how scatter plots specifically produced
by MDP, as they bear no meaningful direction, should be displayed
within a circular or a square frame of reference [109] to maximize its
effectiveness.

Moreover, although studies exist regarding the perception of cor-
relation [124] or of aggregated measures [54] in scatter plots, and
taxonomies of color-coded point patterns have been proposed [136], we
are not aware of visual perception studies regarding how the distance
between two points in the MDP layout is perceived especially when
embedded in cloud of points forming some shape. Beyond assuming
that the Euclidean distance mimics at best the proximity perception
in the layout, such studies could give insight about how to measure
the distances in the layout from a perceptual point of view to best
encode original similarities therein, like it has been achieved with the
study of perceptually uniform color spaces. Such studies could give
stronger support to heuristic guidelines for rendering MDP layouts and
could possibly lead to the design of more perceptually effective MDP
techniques.

Leveraging on the taxonomies of MDP analytic tasks and distor-
tions In this work, we formalize many MDP-based analytic tasks. Our
taxonomy and seminal formalization of MDP-based analytic tasks also
call for a series of quantitative user-studies to evaluate how mapping dis-
tortions effectively impact user’s ability to achieve a specific task. This
would allow validating or invalidating the qualitative results presented
in Section 4.2, providing more specific quantitative information, leading
to user guidelines better grounded than empirical [168] or qualitative
ones as provided in Table 4. The case of the ambiguous MDP-based
analytic tasks (M !) discovered thanks to their formal description in the
task taxonomy, advocates for generalizing such formalization to other
tasks and idioms by their designers so to debunk possibly inexpressive
visualizations beforehand.

In line with theoretical work regarding the visualization pipeline
[35,130,131], we also encourage to explore this direction further to put
these types of formal descriptions into a larger framework that would
make clear the information at stake in the visual analytic pipeline. It
would also allow better supporting the design of complex human-in-
the-loop visual analytic systems.

We also show that there are mainly two kinds of distortions: Missing
Neighbors and False Neighbors. Preliminary studies [63] uncovered
that these distortions do not impact the same way data analysis tasks.
Other recent study [90] exploits different types of distortions to gen-
erate supervised mappings that better preserve the class structure of
the original labeled data. We could generalize this type of study to
determine for each MDP technique the type of distortions it mainly
generates. Knowing the relation MDP technique versus distortions and
for each MDP-based analytic task the distortions it is better to have (if
they cannot be avoided), one could refine our guidelines to recommend
which is the optimal MDP technique for a given analytic task.

This approach comes with a recent trend in visualization to develop
visual quality metrics [20] specifically for scatterplots [9, 112, 135],
which can be used to automatize the search for good quality visualiza-
tions to recommend to the user [41, 78]. We could use such techniques
to recommend an MDP layout optimal for a certain task among a huge
set of parametric visualizations, finding the best parameters to encode
the data so that the user rapidly spot the pattern of interest to him/her
among a huge set of possibilities.

MDP as a Support for Visualization assisted Machine Learning
We are witnessing an astonishing growth of visualization techniques
tailored to support machine learning tasks and MDP has been playing
a fundamental role in this context. In fact, MDP has been the basis
for visualization-assisted systems devoted to metric learning [28, 95],
active learning annotation [68], and deep neural network model under-
standing [123]. We are convinced that MDP will become one of the
main visualization tools in this scenario, and a multitude of possibilities
are still open to be explored.
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